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ABSTRACT

Banking and Financial sector upgraded day by day because of digitalization of cash. To compete with developed

countries, it is emergence need of India to adopt cybercash system Our country is a rural country and people are not so

much aware about technology, their consumption habit, different payment method and saving patterns. Before go

through the paper we need we need to understand basic terminology-

A) Cyber cash or Digital currency: Cyber cafe is the fusion of Fiat currency, plastic money, electronic transferable codes

and internet. Cyber cash is any form of money or payment that exist only in electronic form and lack of tangibility like

bills, cheques. Some example of Cyber cash is debit card, credit Card UPI code, Bitcoin. People know it with different

name like digital currency, electronic money or cyber cash.

B) Cryptocurrency is encrypted data strings that denote a unit of currency. It is monitored and organised by peer to peer

network called blockchain, which also served as secure ledger of transactions eg: buying and selling. Cryptocurrency is

cyber cash, like Bitcoin, Litcoin, Binance (CBNC)

C) Bitcoin---Bitcoin is virtual money. Online coins generated in your account you can use it to buy products and

services. At present in India Bitcoin value is one bit coin is equal to 2361961.72(23May,2022 10:54am)

D) Fiat Currency: Fiat currency in the broad sense all kind of money that are made legal tender by the government-

Paper money and coins that have face value for exceeding their commodity values and are not redeemable in gold and

silver.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cyber cash is the store value instrument -SVI, containing a microprocessor that enable the holder to perform

operations requiring data that is stored in the microprocessor chip. It helps in banking affairs anywhere -anyone-

anything.

Non banking units dealing with different purchasing and selling activities. Due to joint venture they want a

common platform. All business units have their own digital instrument and their own encrypted codes. Absence of

common platform create difficulty in banking and non banking transaction. At the moment, our traditional Bank

come at front and give facility of E-purse. User transfer their money from bank to e-purse and able to easily deal

with different matters. Cyber cash started in Japan in the second inning of 80s. RBI controlled the electronic money

under payment and settlement system act CPPS, 2007 (Digital World). It is evaluated on the basis of three concept

1) Units of account 2) Stored value 3) Exchange medium. Cyber cash is important because it deals with an

ensemble of 'major 'innovations capable of triggering a powerful wave of change-Robert Guttman
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Advantages

 Decentralize and autonomous---Cyber cash gives power to you, how you can manage your money. It is not

controlled by Central Bank.

 Fast payment method----No transaction is faster than Cash over the counter. But Fiat currency have their own

limits.

 Discount for Digital payment---To reduce black money Central Bank favour digital transactions. User get

discount in digital payment.

 Security and Privacy---all the information of user keep secure at the cyber cafe platform and for privacy followed

OTP formula.

Time Saving---we need not to go for each and every small task in banks we can do all our transaction by using

Android mobile at home.

Disadvantage

 Forgery--- Hackers generally generating e-money that is just illusion. They adopt different methods like breaking

firewall to get detail of bank and chances of fraud become high.

 Lack of Central control---Cyber cash is the pear to peer dealing and No central control. There are high chances of

duplicacy in digital cash activities.

 Technological cost----To keep data secure and private it required updated technology in digitalization of money. It

demand huge amount of cost.

 Illiteracy-----Lack of education create hurdle for rural people. They are not familiar with technology and banking

functions so their work depend on young generation and feel it burden.

In s nutshell, risk is the potential for loss, damage or destruction if assets or data caused by a Cyber threat.

2. LITRATURE REVIEW

After analysis of conceptual research on cyber cash from different authors, it is proved that RBI and Indian government

want to stop flow of black money in financial mainstream flow with digitalization. It also reduce the cost of printing Notes

and manage money. Cyber cash transaction can ensure and show fast Progress and growth of economy convenient cash

less activity enable people to make more purchase in shorter time. It change people spending behavior also.

3. CYBER CASH AND MONEY LAUNDERING

Money laundering is a way in which money earned in unethical way is converted into white money. In other words, Money

laundering by definition is the act of channeling illicit fund through outside financial channel to make their fund appeared

legitimate(MC DOWELL, 2001). For eg. X any person earn money through drug selling side by side he is running coffee

shop. He is representing his drug income as coffee shop income at the Digital platform. Digital platform not demanding

source of income information as our bank demands. In this process offshore Bank play main role because they are not part

of cross checking under RBI. Main Motive of foreign bank is to earn more and more profit and they are main carrier of

Black money. Money laundering works in three steps:----
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 Putting black money in main stream of financial system.

 Transferring money in offshore accounts.

 Integrating these funds such as investment, bonds, letter of credit and given tax..

4. ROLE OF CYBER CASH IN UNDERDEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Tanzania

Cyber cash services first launch in Tanzania in 2005 when Airtel introduce a phone -10 Airtel credit card service known as

MEZO. Tanzania is an under developed country and it get advantage of Leap- frogging. That is cause of big change in the

economy of Tanzania. Education and technology both are weak sector after that citizen of the Tanzania adopt the digital

activities with open arms.

Leapfrogging-To go ahead of in turn of specifically by keeping one unit in action for getting a bypass eg.

Countries which move directly from having no telephone to having cellular phones skipping the stage of copper wire and

landliness.

Afghanistan

Afghanistan economy Similar to Tanzania where people are deprived from basic needs. Citizen of Afghanistan don't have

even bank accounts. Accessibility of Cyber cash encourage them to open bank accounts now they can and check balance,

withdraw money transferring cash etc. with passage of time. Afghanistan people able to overcome from poverty suffering

from long war, cyber cash help is solved their day to day problem and they are able to get information about rapid change

of technology.

Bangladesh

The banking system in this country is known for the stability and also stubbornness. The public banks always resisted to

any kind of change in their working style. No doubt E-Commerce is at its peak after digitalisation of cash but Bangladesh

not adopt it at its wider scope. In 2018 Algeria introduce a law in which buying and selling and holding virtual currency is

banned same as in Bangladesh it is against its financial regulation and law.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A coin has two sides, same can be applied for cyber cash. It work as an opportunity as well as threat. It plays vital role in

our economy to promote digital activities and time saving transactions, its convenient dealing. All things will be possible if

RBI takes responsibility to control transaction. Digitalisation required central control to stop block chain movements. If

central bank and our government able to stop fraudulent activities like money laundering, forgery phishing. Digitalisation

of cash will be proving boon for our country.
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